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 It is governance I want to talk about today – governance in general, but I’ll end with some 
reflections bearing on governance at Earlham.  I want to talk about some principles of good 
governance, and to do that by talking about a few different (often strikingly different, even 
conflicting) accounts of good governance.   
 
 This will be more than a little bit autobiographical: a kind of recounting of things I have 
learned at particular times in particular places.  Talking autobiographically risks being self-indulgent; 
I do hope what I have to say is useful to others.  My academic field when I was an honest, full-time 
teacher scholar was political philosophy, so I will be talking a bit that way, today, but shallowly, 
passing much too quickly through some gigantic questions.  (Feel free to notice.)  My hope is to 
provoke you to think further about matters of governance. 
 
 For those who are puzzled at the reference to “Port Huron” in my title: The Port Huron 
Statement was the most thoughtful and authoritative statement of the views of the ‘New Left’ that 
arose among young adults in the early 1960s.   It was a seminal document in the emergence of 
Students for a Democratic Society (SDS), a progressive organization now largely misremembered for 
the excesses of a few who hijacked it for purposes strikingly at variance with The Port Huron 
Statement.   
 
 It was written in 1962 – so it’s nearly 50 years old – and true to its spirit written by a group 
of people. The statement is lengthy (my copy runs nearly 50 pages) and addresses a number 
substantive ills in the world and in the U.S.  at that time,  many of which still feel, uncomfortably 
very familiar, like nuclear weapons, systematic poverty, and dispiriting stalemate in national 
government.  The Port Huron Statement is worth reading (or, for a few of you re-reading).   
 
 The Port Huron Statement is a marker for my first serious thinking about governance.  It’s 
diagnosis of what was wrong with American democracy rang true to me, and crystallized many 
vague, deep discomforts.  Through my college and graduate education I devoted myself to the study 
of democracy.  Two of the most prominent progressive theorists of democracy, Robert Dahl at Yale 
and Peter Bachrach, first at Bryn Mawr and later my colleague at Temple University, became my 
principal mentors 
 
 The Germantown Meeting in my title refers to the Germantown Monthly Meeting of 
Friends, the Quaker Meeting I joined in my 30s, so 15 or 20 years after I first read Port Huron.  In 
joining Germantown Meeting, one of the largest and most venerable of the monthly meetings of 
Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, I entered into growing familiarity with Quaker governance, not only in 
Germantown Meeting but also in a number of Quaker organizations:  Germantown Friends School, 
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Haverford College, the American Friends Service Committee, eventually Earlham – and many, many 
more.   
 
 There are points of tangency and connection between Port Huron’s ideas and the ideas of 
Quaker governance, some of them readily apparent.  But there are also some important, perhaps less 
obvious divergences.  It is thinking about the fit or lack of fit between these two that led to these 
remarks.   
 
 There is a third understanding of governance that came to influence me as well.  This, too, I 
first encountered in graduate school, and became an important focus of my teaching as a Professor 
over twenty years.  It’s harder to give this third approach a name that serves as a common, useful 
handle.  Here I will call it “Republicanism” but immediately add that bit has nothing to do with the 
current U.S. political party of a similar name.  It refers, rather, to a very long tradition of thinking 
about governance that stretches from the 4th century B.C. through the 18th century, that is to say 
from Aristotle through our the likes of John Adams and James Madison, and then falls into 
intellectual disuse, largely shouldered aside by the rise of democracy and the ascendancy of 
democratic thinking in the 19th century.  I came to think there was a good deal of elegant wisdom in 
this tradition of Republicanism – wisdom that also doesn’t square easily with either The Port Huron 
Statement or Quaker business practice.     
 
 So these are the three understandings of governance I want to talk about:  the New Left, 
Quakerism and Republicanism.  Playing the role of the bad guy is “self-interest.”  Playing the part of 
the damsel in distress is “the common good.”  And the central question I want to address is whether 
governance can get beyond self-interest, or whether self-interest necessarily infects governance 
always and everywhere. 
 
 
 

***** 
 “We are people of this generation, bred in modest comfort, housed now in universities, 
looking uncomfortably to the world we inherit.”  That is the opening sentence of The Port Huron 
Statement.  Written in 1962, it is the manifesto of a generation of students born in the 1940s, the baby 
boom generation and those born just before.  It is a call to shake off complacency and constructively 
face a host of contemporary problems.  In the United States, the authors were particularly 
concerned with racial bigotry and discrimination.  They also voiced concerns about widespread 
poverty, about meaningless work. Beyond the United States, the authors were particularly concerned 
with the prospect of global Armageddon from nuclear weapons and with colonialism.  (Although 
their faces look different today, let us note these problems are still with us today.)   
 
 Though it identifies these and other problems, The Port Huron Statement’s strongest concern is 
with the inability of American democracy to address any of these problems.  It rails against apathy 
and confusion.  “The American political system is not the democratic model of which its glorifiers 
speak.  In actuality it frustrates democracy by confusing the individual citizen, paralyzing policy 
discussion, and consolidating the irresponsible power of military and business interests.”  And later, 
“The American voter is buffeted from all directions by pseudo-problems, by the structurally initiated 
sense that nothing political is subject to human mastery.  Worried by his mundane problems which 
never get solved, but constrained by the common belief that politics is an agonizingly slow 
accommodation of views, he quits all pretense of bothering.”  (“Pseudo-problems!” I read this today 
and I think ‘they had no idea….’) 
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 If you think about American politics today, does this litany sound familiar?  I found The Port 
Huron Statement soul-stirring when I read it in college.  It framed for me how I first came to think 
about civic and political problems, and it still carries weight with me.   
 
 The Port Huron Statement voiced lofty ideals for problems of nuclear weapons, bigotry, and 
poverty, and it called for a full-court press to achieve these.  But such a full court press would 
require an end to apathy; it would require a rejuvenated American democracy characterized by more 
meaningful participation by many more people.  Better politics meant better democracy, and that 
meant dramatically expanded participation.   That prescription motivated me then, and motivates me 
today.   

 
***** 

 
 The authors of The Port Huron Statement take it for granted that democracy is the best form of 
government.  There is nothing surprising in that, is there? 
 
 “What is the best form of government?” was once one of most important questions 
addressed by works of political philosophy.  But not so much any more.  Aristotle’s Politics devotes 
about half of its length to this question, and his answer is quite complex.  (As I expect some of you 
know, Aristotle is like that.  To almost every large question, his answer is “it depends,” and he goes 
on at considerable length it explaining what the answer depends upon.)  But since about 1800 we 
have – nearly all of us – taken the answer to be quite simple.  “Democracy” is the best form of 
government.  We can argue about what precisely a democracy looks like, especially in situations in 
which the government embraces several million people, but nobody seriously argues that anything 
other than democracy is the best form of government.   
 
 We put the “what is the best form of government?” question to sleep.  We rarely think about 
the reasons why we are sure democracy is the right answer, and why all the other reasons are wrong.   
 
 Before 1800, however, almost everyone agreed that democracy was the wrong form of 
government.  I am not just talking about the ignorant or the uneducated.  I am not just talking about 
the rich and powerful who already had a voice in governance.  Virtually every serious intellectual 
agreed about this.   
 
 Why?  Because the case for democracy is the case for giving everyone an equal voice.  The 
best concise conception of democracy I know is that it is a political system in which “everyone 
counts for one, and no one counts for more than one.”  That turns out to be a very difficult ideal to 
realize.  It is difficult to work out arrangements whereby some people do not have a little more voice 
or influence than others, and that can translate to more voice and more votes.  But it is the ideal we 
strive for.  And thus the case for democracy turns on justifying the proposition that everyone should 
have equality of vote.   
 
 The reason that nearly everyone before 1800 – especially intellectuals – didn’t believe that 
democracy was the best form of government was because they didn’t believe everyone should have 
one vote.  And they didn’t believe that because they didn’t believe human beings were equally 
endowed with whatever it takes to participate in governance.   
 
 Well what does it take?  For two thousand years and more, the answer to that was ‘the 
capacity for reason.’  And clearly – everyone could see this – the capacity for reason is unequally 
distributed among human beings, even among adult human beings.  Some of us have more of that 
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capability than others.  You believe that, don’t you?  If we are talking about capabilities, nothing is 
plainer or truer than human inequality.  Some of us are taller than others, some of us are stronger 
than others, and some of us are more possessed of the capacity for reason.   
 
 As long as we (1) accept that the capacity for reason is the most important qualification for 
participating in governance and (2) recognize that the capacity for reason is unequally distributed, 
then it’s not possible to believe that democracy is the best form of governance.  (We might want to 
pause to give you a moment to think through which of those two propositions you want to reject so 
you can sustain a belief in democracy.  Would you rather argue that reason is not a capability 
necessary for participation in governance?  Or would you rather argue that the capacity for reason is 
equally distributed among human beings?) 
 
 I’m just trying to excavate, too briefly, how and why we made these huge change from 
thinking democracy the wrong form of government to thinking it the only right form of 
government.  So what happened?  Well that is a complicated story, but from the standpoint of how 
our thinking about thinking about all this changed, it is useful to talk for a moment about Thomas 
Hobbes.   
 
 In The Leviathan, published in 1651 (311 years before Port Huron), Hobbes was about the first 
(and no one more important) to make a frontal argument for equality – for viewing human beings as 
equals.  His argument is not a pretty one, however; it is an unpleasant two pronged case.  On the 
one hand, he argues, none of us would trade our minds for anyone else’s even if we had the chance, 
so there must be a rough equality – we’re all satisfied.  And on the other, no one of us is strong 
enough and clever enough that the weakest among us cannot kill him by stealth – and we are all 
equal in death.  Hobbes’s arguments for equality work on appeals to vanity and fear.  This is not 
very uplifting; it is definitely not the stuff of 4th of July Parades.  Hobbes’s arguments certainly point 
away from the capacity for reason.   
 
 Hobbes was no believer in democracy (far from it), but he swung the door open by making a 
case for equality among human beings.  And he swung it open even farther in voicing a different 
understanding of reason.  For Plato and Aristotle, for Augustine and Aquinas, for nearly any 
intellectual before Hobbes, reason was a human capability that allowed us to know the intelligible 
structure of the universe.  Well used, it allowed us to know truth and goodness.  It permitted us to 
make good judgments.  It was our connection to the timeless, the eternal, the permanent.  It allowed 
us to decide what was the common good.   
 
 Not so for Hobbes; he had a much more modest conception of reason.  For Hobbes, 
human beings are at bottom creatures of wants and desires – of appetites, to use his word.  Having 
appetites made us like other creatures.  Having reason makes us different, but reason, for Hobbes, is 
simply a calculating capacity to pursue our individual appetites more effectively and efficiently.  
Reason can’t help us decide which appetites are better than others.  It can’t tell us how to be good.  
It can just help us get what we already want.  It can only tell me what I want (my interests) and how 
to get it.   
 
 By no means is Hobbes solely responsible for changing how we think about reason, but his 
conception, let us note, has been triumphant nearly everywhere.  Hobbes’s understanding of reason 
is today the foundational understanding of economics and much of the rest of the social sciences.  
Hobbes’s understanding has become the common conception in common sense: we take it for 
granted that everyone’s viewpoint on anything is colored by their self-interest.   It has become very 
unusual, very, to encounter anyone seriously arguing that reason can straightforwardly tell us the 
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truth, and still less common to encounter anyone believing that reason can make judgments about 
what is good.   
 

***** 
 
 There’s a huge divide here, between these two understandings of reason.  Hobbes argues 
that reason can only be a slave to the passions or the appetites.  In the older view of reason (the pre-
Hobbes view) that was simply a danger, a risk to be avoided.  If we can free ourselves from our 
interests in reasoning, we should, though that takes careful cultivation of reason.  Something like 
that, for significant example, is Plato’s argument in The Republic.  Others in the pre-Hobbes world 
believed that institutional arrangements could help in extricating reason from interest.  That’s the 
line of thought I am calling Republicanism.   
 
 Let’s start with Aristotle.  What did he think was the best form of government? As I said 
earlier, for Aristotle, it depends.  If you have a supremely good and wise person, you should make 
that person king.  If you do not, then you should turn to a group of good and wise people.  Unless 
there are a great many good and wise people of roughly equal circumstance, then everyone should 
have a share in governance.  So under different circumstances, Monarchy, Aristocracy and 
Democracy might each be the right answer.  Except he doesn’t use the word “democracy” to refer 
to the rule of the many; he calls that “polity.” 
 
 Aristotle goes on to note that each of these plausible “good” forms of government – 
Monarch, Aristocracy and Polity – has an evil twin: a corresponding bad form of government.  He 
calls these Tyranny, Oligarchy and (wait for it) Democracy.  In the good forms, the ruler (whether 
the one, the few or the many) acts in the interests of all; in the bad form, the ruler acts in the interest 
of the ruler.  Each of the good forms risks turning into its corresponding bad form.   
 
 Is there a cure for this problem, which the tradition of Republican thinking calls 
“corruption?”  (Note that “corruption is being used much more broadly than we tend to use it 
today.  It means looking out for oneself, and not for all others.  Note, also, that the word corruption 
comes from a Latin root meaning destruction, and that the word ‘Republic’ in Latin means “public 
thing.”)   The cure for this problem is the idea of a Republican or “mixed” constitution.  What this 
might look like was discussed by dozens of political thinkers over two millennia:  Polybius, Cicero, 
Machiavelli, Montesquieu, just to name a few.  (Not Hobbes; he thought Republican conceptions 
were an invitation to anarchy.)  This tradition of Republicanism was something in which the authors 
of the U.S. Constitution were deeply imbued.   
 
 The essential idea was to mix several of good forms of government together, and to use that 
mixture to prevent the descent into corruption.  You could have a chief executive who was the 
monarchical element, and a bicameral legislature with a Senate representing the few (the aristocratic 
element) and another, larger chamber representing the many (the polity or democratic element).  
Each actor would bring a needed, characteristic virtue to the mix.  The one would bring strength or 
unity; the few would bring wisdom, and the many would bring honesty.   
 
 In talking about the U.S. Constitution, we have come to refer to these architectural 
principles as “the separation of powers” and as “checks and balances.”  As Americans we often 
subscribe to a historical myth that the idea of a bicameral legislature, a Senate and a House, emerged 
wholly as a compromise in the Constitutional Convention between large states and small.  But this 
flies in the face on an understanding that all of the drafters of the Constitution (or nearly all) were 
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committed from the outset to a bicameral legislature as a feature of good, that is to say “mixed” 
government.   
 
 Why would such a mixed constitution be less vulnerable to corruption?  One way you could 
look at it would be to say each element would bring its self-interest into the mix and jealously argue 
for that against the self-interest of others.  Self-interest would check self-interest.  You can see 
exactly that argument in the Federalist Papers, in #51:  “Ambition must be made to counteract 
ambition,” James Madison wrote.  Now notice if you agree with Hobbes that self-interest always and 
everywhere infects our reasoning, that is the only way that mixed government might help work 
against corruption.   
 
 Most earlier Republican thinkers had a different idea, and that is because they had the before 
Hobbes understanding of reason.  They thought that separating powers and requiring them to work 
together (as we require the House and the Senate to both pass legislation) would squeeze out self-
interest.  They argued that everyone is vulnerable to self-interest and almost certainly prey to it if 
they can act alone.  But when someone has to persuade someone else that something is a good idea, 
and to do that in public, they will appeal to higher, common purposes, which can be known by 
reason.  These Republican thinkers especially urged institutions and laws “that force individuals to 
give an account of their conduct.”   
 
 To a degree this is what we today might call “transparency,” the requirement that everything 
be shared publicly (in the open) with everyone.  But it is more: it is the confidence that when people 
reason together in public, it brings out the good in them and in their thinking.  These Republican 
thinkers would say they were aiming at “deliberation.”  The more carefully you think something 
through, under circumstances where self-interest will be exposed to others, the better the result.  It 
is a movement away from relying on any one person’s thinking, and finding an engine of drawing 
better thinking out of working together in public.     
 
 You cannot believe this principle of deliberation will work unless you also believe that 
reason could escape the limitations and corruptions of self interest.   
 
 In the United States (and elsewhere) we have nearly entirely forgotten the logic of 
Republicanism.  And I would be hard put to argue from recent experience that the separation of 
powers in the U.S. Constitution gives rise to good deliberation.  Nevertheless, I am very drawn to 
this conception of Republicanism.   
 

***** 
 
 I encountered Republicanism in graduate school, and I found it, at least at first, not an easy 
fit with the participatory governance thrust I had encountered earlier in the Port Huron Statement.  In 
arguing that increased participation is what we need, Port Huron argues for greater simplicity in 
governance.  Republicanism makes the case that complexity in governance can be a good thing.    
 
 Reading Hobbes and reading Republicanism pushed me to think about this question of 
reason and self-interest.  Hobbes, again, tells us we can never be free of self interest.  Republicanism, 
working from a different conception of reason, argues that institutional arrangements can squeeze 
out self-interest and lead to better governance.   
 
 It is perfectly possible to have a democracy in which every citizen, every participant, acts out 
of self interest.  Elections on this understanding are simply a way of sorting out which interests are 
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predominant.  Indeed I believe this is the dominant conception of democracy today:  we expect, we 
acknowledge that everyone is acting out of self-interest.  We are reluctant to believe that anyone can 
be trusted to act free of self-interest.  I invite you to listen to yourself talk about politics: do you 
suspect everyone of acting out of self-interest?   
 
 A brief glance down memory lane.   When Bob Johnstone, my senior colleague in Politics, 
and I were in graduate school and an approach called structural-functionalism was in vogue, we both 
learned from a political scientist named Gabriel Almond that every political system is characterized 
by “interest articulation” and “interest aggregation.”   That is another expression of the Hobbesian 
view that interests are the primal, irreducible stuff of governance.   
 
 How about the Port Huron understanding of democracy? Where does The Port Huron Statement 
stand on that question?  I do not think it is really clear.  On the one hand it talks about liberating 
politics from enslavement to corporate interests.  But does that mean allowing in the interests of 
ordinary people?  That would suggest an ‘interests everywhere and always’ view, but solidarity with 
the interests of the many rather than the interests of the few.   
 
 On the other hand, Port Huron calls for a movement with “real intellectual skills, committed 
to deliberativeness, honesty, and reflection” as working tools.  That suggests to me that its authors 
believed we could transcend interests.  Down the same road it says “We regard men [let us substitute 
human beings] as infinitely precious and possessed of unfulfilled capacities for reason, freedom, and 
love.”  And it says, too, that human beings have “unrealized potential for self-cultivation, self-
direction, self-understanding and creativity.”  And further, it says that the ultimate goals should be 
human independence and fulfillment, but adds “this kind of independence does not mean egoistic 
individualism – the object is not to have one’s way so much as to have a way that is one’s own.”  
“As the individualism we affirm is not egoism, the selflessness we affirm is not self-elimination.  On 
the contrary, we believe in generosity of a kind that imprints one’s unique qualities in relation to 
other[s], and to all human activity.”   
 
 Looking at The Port Huron Statement from the standpoint of the reason/self interest debate, I 
find I like its heart, its idealism.  But the authors haven’t thought through how it is possible to have 
that kind of generosity.  I am pretty sure that simply having greater participation won’t do the job.  
Having better, more complicated institutional arrangements may help, but by themselves they are 
unlikely to do the job.  So we have arrived at this question:  if it is desirable to have governance that 
transcends self interest, how do we get there?   
 
 For me, the road to an answer led to Germantown Meeting, and to Quakerism.   
 

***** 
 
 I first encountered Quakerism in college at Haverford, and that planted a few odd seeds, 
though ones I have to admit proved fertile.  I attended Meeting from time-to-time in graduate 
school.  But it was only when I was a young Professor at Temple University teaching political theory 
(Aristotle and Machiavelli and Hobbes and The Federalist Papers) that I began attending Quaker 
meeting regularly.  That was Germantown Meeting, an old, large Meeting full of interesting people.  
Eventually I joined Germantown Meeting and became a Quaker.   
 
 What did I find?  Several things.  I found that gathering with others in silence was oddly 
rewarding.  I found that the onrushing confusing buzz in my own head could drop away for a while.  
I found that things that were not clear before Meeting could become unknotted after an hour or 
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more in such a gathering.  And I found that even those things that did not grow clear grew at least 
less troubling.  I found a spiritual discipline.   
 
 Most fundamentally, I found that God speaks to everyone, or at least everyone who will seek 
to listen.  What God has to say is not a one-time revelation, thousands of years ago in a Book set in 
a particular far-away place.  I found I could be in dialogue, even if a difficult dialogue, with a 
Presence who assured me there is a Truthfulness and a Goodness at the very center of this life.   
 
 I also began thinking not just about Quakerism not just as a spiritual path for me, but also as 
a governance practice.  In its monthly meeting form, Quaker governance practices are very simple.  
Everyone gathers regularly for making together essentially all of the important decisions of the 
community.  As Quakers founded organizations like schools and colleges and retirement homes, the 
governance systems they devised became more complex, with different groups participating in 
governance, one making recommendations to another or both having to act – a little like 
Republicanism, but without having worked out a justification for this complexity. 
 
 Something else important I learned from Quakerism: a quite different case for believing in 
equality among human beings.  Remember that Hobbes’s arguments for equality turn on vanity and 
fear.  It is also possible to believe in equality among human beings because all of us are equally loved 
by God.  There may be differences among us in intelligence or height or good looks, but these 
differences are trivial – not even worth mentioning – in light of God’s overwhelming love for each 
and every one of us.  If God sees each one of us as having infinite worth, how can we insist on these 
differences having any meaning at all?  Of course, this understanding that each one of us can have a 
direct and relationship with God is the foundation of Quaker worship and governance practice.   
 
 The process by which Friends gather together to reach a decision can be seen as a powerful 
critique of most understandings of participatory democracy.  In a democracy, if everyone’s voice 
counts for one and no one’s voice counts for more than one, then it has seemed right to most 
people than decisions should be made by majority rule.  But you can make the following objection.  
Before the vote is taken everyone’s voice may count the same, but after the vote is taken, only the 
views of the majority really count, the voices of the minority are excluded.  On this objection, 
majority rule is a poor working out of the ideal of democracy.   
 
 Much closer to the ideal is the way Quakers make decisions.  We endeavor to find a way that 
gains the assent of all.  Then everyone’s voice is truly in the final decision.  I should note here, as a 
terminological aside, that Quakers are less likely to use the term “consensus’ to describe this process 
than to speak of seeking “the sense of the meeting.”  (On the President’s website I have put a few 
different Yearly Meeting’s accounts of governance along with The Port Huron Statement.) 
 
 Now you can object to this way of thinking by insisting that a democracy needs to be certain 
it has some way of arriving at decisions.  Asking for the consent or approval of everyone could 
stalemate the decision-making process.  So for most people, majority rule remains the best 
operational procedure for approximating democracy.  But not for Quakers. 
 
 How do Quakers assure themselves that decision-making will not be stalemated by requiring 
the consent of everyone?  For one thing, in looking for a sense of the meeting, Quakers are not 
giving any individual the right to block a decision.  It is the responsibility of the clerk to see that 
everyone’s concerns have been heard and considered.  It is the responsibility of all to see that the 
Meeting has had enough time and care to reach a good decision.  But Quaker Meetings do arrive at 
decisions with a very small number still not entirely comfortable.  Often these few will acknowledge 
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that their concerns have been heard by asking to be recorded as “standing aside.”  But again, Quaker 
meetings can act even with a few dissenters remaining.   
 
 There is a much more fundamental point, however, about how Quakers can have confidence 
that they can arrive at decisions in seeking the sense of the Meeting.  And this more fundamental 
point addresses the question of self interest.   
 
 Quakers are asked to approach Meetings for Business (meetings where decisions may be 
made) in a spirit of Worship.  “Participants are expected to put aside personal desires and allow 
themselves to be led by a Guide beyond the self.”  That sentence is from Philadelphia Yearly 
Meeting’s Faith and Practice.  And in the queries in Philadelphia Yearly Meeting’s discussion of 
decision-making is this one: “Have all Friends truly tried to leave behind their personal desires, the 
better to be led by the Spirit?”  And here is how Baltimore Yearly Meeting’s Faith and Practice puts it:  
“Friends believe that the right and satisfactory decision in any matter is reached when those present 
understand and consent in the proposed judgment, finding it in accordance with their understanding 
of the will of God for the Meeting’s action.”  And here is how Indiana Yearly Meeting’s Faith and 
Practice puts it: “It is the practice of Friends to give unhurried and sympathetic consideration of all 
proposals and expressions of opinion as the will of God is sought.”   
 
 “As the will of God is sought:” something like that phrase shows up in every Faith and 
Practice of every Yearly Meeting.  Each of us is to leave aside what I want or what we want, and 
instead to seek “The will of God.”   
 
 We find here an assertion that it is possible to leave self-interest behind.  And second, we 
find an assertion that the way to squeeze self interest out of decision making is through a spiritual 
discipline.  This is not reason cleansed of self-interest, but a different, religiously grounded way of 
knowing what is true and what is good.   
 
 What is the relationship between reason on the one hand, and the Quaker way of knowing 
what is the right thing to do through corporate discernment of the will of God?  Are they 
convergent?  If so why?  I take these to be very important questions, especially for a Quaker 
institution of higher education. This is not a question I am prepared to wrestle with today.  I can 
only say that in my own experience, they do converge; they do point in the same direction.  (This 
past fall’s College Meeting worship series focused on the relationship of faith and reason (that’s a 
way of framing this huge question), and it was an outstanding series.  I thank everyone who 
contributed.)   
 

***** 
 
 What happens when we carry this Quaker approach to governance to a college (Earlham, for 
example) rather than a monthly meeting?  When we carry this approach to a community most of 
whose members are not Quakers, and many of whose members are not committed to seeing 
participation in governance as “seeking the will of God?”  That is, can we use the Quaker approach 
to governance in a secular way?  At Earlham we speak of this approach as “consensus governance.”   
 
 Listen to this sentence from the “Consensus Governance” section of “Principles and 
Practices of the Earlham College Community:”  “Some believe that consensus-seeking is guided by 
the Holy Spirit, while others embrace the approach that consensus results from careful listening and 
conscientious effort to find a way that meets the concerns of all.”   “Meets the concerns of all:”  that 
phrase is a slippery formulation.  Does it mean that participants can, even should, bring their self-
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interest into decision-making settings?  That’s not clear.  Perhaps the next sentence points to an 
answer:  “Generally the group gathers in silence so that all can bring their best selves forward.”  
What does the idea of a best self mean?  That each individual participant should try to shed self-
interest in the silence?  Or what?   Are we be inviting people to voice their concerns, meaning by 
that their worries about how their interests will be harmed?  Or are we asking people to lay down or 
transcend self-interest? 
 
 What assures us that we can find agreement that embraces us all (or at least nearly all of us) 
if we do not acknowledge that we are seeking the guidance of the Holy Spirit?  What creates 
common ground?  Respectful listening to one another is surely necessary.  But I do not think it can 
be enough:  we might be listening to thoughtful, respectful statements of opposed self-interest.  The 
section in “Principles and Practices” on Consensus Governance says that “Consensus is the result of 
a group deliberation process, in which all who participate are eager and open to finding unity and 
concurrence.”  A constructive willingness to find common ground is certainly essential to make this 
approach to governance work in a secular context.  But can we find common ground if participants 
work out of initial positions of self interest?   
 
 I want to close with a hopeful thought.  If we begin with, and can trust, a shared conception 
of the overall, guiding purpose of an institution, I think we can find one plausible answer to this 
question of how we can assure ourselves that we can find agreement or unity in a setting where we 
make use of a consensus process in a non-religious context.   We need to ask everyone who enters 
into the decision-making process to frame their participation in governance by the institution’s 
mission.  A mission statement expresses the common purposes to which all should be committed.  
To participate in governance is to be prepared to put this first in weighing possibilities.   
 
 The good of the whole must come first, and we have to weigh every possible course of 
action against the good of the whole – the institution’s mission.  Each participant in governance 
should be prepared to subordinate his or her particular interests within the institution to that larger 
good of the whole.  Those whose commitments to partial interests within the institution are 
unusually intense should consider recusing themselves from decision-making.   
 
 “Seeking the leading of our mission” is not as exalted or as uplifting as “seeking the will of 
God.”   But it may well the best we can do if we are not all prepared to enter into Quaker decision-
making in a spirit of true worship.  A consensus process in which individual interests are allowed 
expression (or worse, encouraged to be expressed) risks finding no common ground.   
 
 To commit to using a consensus process in institutional governance, we need some 
assurance that common ground can be found.  A shared understanding of the institution’s mission 
can provide that common ground.  And we have to commit ourselves to checking partial interests at 
the Stout Meetinghouse door.   
 

***** 
 
 I started this Convocation several months ago wondering what is the relationship between 
two deep governance affections of mine:  participatory democracy and Quakerism.  I wondered, are 
they animated by the same spirit?  What can they learn from one another?  In importing ideas from 
the one to the other, do we do more harm or more good?   
 
 I have come to think that both face a common danger: the taken-for-granted assumption 
that all of us do – and should be expected to – act out of self-interest.  This taken-for-granted 
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assumption is bolstered by some heavy duty intellectual justification, especially reflections on the 
nature of reason.  Encouraging, even tolerating, free range self interest harms both participatory 
democracy and Quaker-derived governance.  Now it is possible for participatory democracy to 
work, at least in a low way, if we accommodate self-interest.  At least it can yield decisions, even if 
those decisions can carry no more justification than that they are ‘what more people want.’  (That’s a 
pretty base justification: it is a version of “justice is nothing more than the interest of the strong” – 
what Thrasymachus argues in The Republic.) 
 
 It is not possible, however, to have Quaker-grounded governance processes work if we allow 
partial interests to have standing – if we allow expressions of such self-interest to be accepted and 
valued.  Well understood, true Quaker governance is a process for shedding self-interest.  And other 
approaches to governance, like Republicanism, have also tried to shed self-interest, though by other 
strategies.  True Quaker governance sheds self interest by accepting the guidance of the God’s Will.  
At Earlham, if most of us are not prepared to work under the guidance of the God’s Will, we need 
to find other ways – intellectual rather than spiritual discipline, or deliberate institutional 
arrangements.  Most importantly, we need to begin by recognizing that consensus process and self 
interest are incompatible.   
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